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Delta Lodge is located in a biosphere reserve where the Paraná River basin ends its journey

DELTA LODGE
buenos aires, argentina
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magine fishing for Golden Dorado less than an hour from city center of Buenos
Aires. The Delta Fishing takes place in amidst the serene and plush green
islands and channels of delta basin and is a program that will please serious
anglers and business travelers alike. Our beautiful Delta Lodge is situated deep
in quiet flora-rich nature of the Parana Delta offering the kind of high-quality
fishing, guiding, lodging and dining experiences you’ve come to expect from
Nervous Waters.
The Paraná River, the second largest river in South America, develops into an
incredible ecosystem and at its end runs into the Rio de la Plata, just outside of
greater Buenos Aires. Known as the “Delta”, this labyrinth of streams, braids,
side-channels, bays, and islands brims with wildlife and beautiful Dorado
waters. Here you’ll find the Delta Fishing Lodge, where our guided fly-fishing
programs make their base and call home. This UNESCO designated “Biosphere
Reserve” is also a bird watcher’s paradise.
We offer two unique options in this incredibly productive area:
Day Trip: For those staying in Buenos Aires for a day/night before heading to/
from a fishing lodge elsewhere in the country or for the business man looking
for a fishing adventure at the end of a work week, there is the Day Trip Program.
A private car will pick you up at your hotel and in just 35 minutes you’ll be on
board a custom skiff—ready to pursue Dorado and Tarariras on fly or spin.
Lodge Stay: For those wanting to spend one or two more days, we’ve developed
an incredible River Lodge on a secluded and quiet island surrounded abundant
wildlife.
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WHY CHOOSE DELTA LODGE?
§§ A true wilderness experience, less than an hour from Buenos Aires.
§§ Exclusive and beautifully decorated lodge on a private island surrounded by
nature.
§§ Available private rooms with en suite bathrooms and wood burning stoves
for the winter.
§§ Fly or spin-fishing for Dorado and Tararira across a variety of waters, ranging
from small creeks and hidden lagoons to larger rivers and banks.
§§ Perfect escape for those traveling to Argentina and passing through Buenos
Aires. Join us for a day trip or spend a night or two under the stars and away
from the bustling city life.
§§ We’ll pick you up at your hotel in Buenos Aires and ensure your timely return
to your hotel or airport.
§§ Sightseeing opportunities abound. Ideal for couples. In addition to fishing,
bird watching and kayaking itineraries are available.
§§ Inspired dining experience, featuring indigenous and international cuisine
paired with the region’s best wines.
§§ Your guide and host, co-owner Noel Pollak, is one of the world’s top dorado
experts. He provides fly-fishing and fly tying instruction for guests interested
in learning.
§§ 5-star service and excellent attention to every detail.
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GETTING THERE
§§ Fly into Buenos Aires where you can overnight in the city or come straight to
the Lodge.
§§ We can arrange professional transportation from either your airport or your
hotel.
§§ Drive time to the marina, where the guide and the skiff will be waiting,
is about 30 to 45 minutes depending on the traffic. The boat run from the
marina to the lodge is about 30-40 minutes though the Delta.
§§ Depending on conditions, we operate within nearby island chains scattered
throughout the Paraná Delta. Fishing habitats include small channels in
between islands, shorelines along the main and lower branches of the Parana,
lagoons, and the exterior border of the delta where it meets the Rio de la Plata.
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The lodge is constructed in the traditional Delta style, with a local hardwood construction built on stilts above the water

FACILITIES AND SERVICES
§§ The Lodge was recently constructed following the typical “Delta” style, a
traditional wood construction built on stilts with high ceilings and decks.
§§ Capacity: 8 guests, 6 anglers.
§§ Accommodations: 4 bedrooms en suite private baths.
furnished with 2 queen size beds.

Each bedroom is

§§ Single rooms are available by request.
§§ Beautifully decorated cozy Main House has sitting area, bar and fly tying
table.
§§ Wooden Relaxation Hot Tub
§§ Outdoor dining area where you will enjoy delicious meals while taking in the
fresh air and scenery
§§ Meals are developed using local meats and fresh produce followed with
delicious homemade desserts.
§§ A wonderful selection of fine wines will be served with lunch and dinner. As
well, our well-stocked bar is always open.
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FISHING PROGRAMS
Delta Eco Lodge is more than just fishing. Guests can canoe around the lodge,
take a wildlife tour, bird watch or just relax and take in the beautiful sights in
nature.

DELTA FISHING DAY TRIPS
§§ Delta Day Trips begin early with prearranged transfer from your hotel to the
marina. From the marina you will go directly fishing.
§§ Fish until lunch
§§ Lunch can be either taken at the lodge or on the boat
§§ The afternoon fishing session runs until 6pm
§§ Transfer back to your hotel.

OVERNIGHT LODGE STAY – DAILY ITINERARY
§§ Pick up from Marina.
§§ Depending on pick up time, fishing is possible on arrival day, if desired.
§§ Fishing begins at 8:30am and goes until 6pm.
§§ Spend the day chasing Dorado and Tararira, a packed lunch may be taken
on the boat or anglers can return to the lodge for a relaxing hot lunch and
possible siesta.
§§ Appetizers and dinner is served around 8:30 pm.
§§ Breakfast is served usually at 7am and fishing commences around 8:30 am.
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Nervous Waters, David Denies Bird Hunting and Red Stag Patagonia are
all proud members of The Kautapen Group - a single team of dedicated
professionals focused on maintaining the highest standard of service and
elevating your sporting experiences.
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INTERESTED IN VARIETY?
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If fly fishing is your passion—consider the Nervous Waters family of lodges. Nervous
Waters is the leader in international Fly Fishing destinations, with nine special
lodges spread out across Argentina, Chile, and the Bahamas. We offer a plethora
of coveted gamefish including bones and tarpon, sea-run and resident brown trout,
rainbow trout, and golden dorado, pacu, and pira pita.
David Denies Bird Hunting comprises 10 world class bird hunting lodges across
Argentina & Uruguay. From high volume dove shooting in the famed hills surrounding
Cordoba, to the fertile wetlands of the Buenos Aires province, where marshes and
swamps teem with ducks in unfathomable numbers, to the idyllic rolling pastures of
Uruguay, home to the greatest concentration of hard flying perdiz, we bring you to
the ultimate wingshooters paradise, with an impeccable style and attention to detail
found nowhere else.

RATES

Season 2021-22: October 2021 - May 2022

Red Stag Patagonia, outfits some of the best Red Stag hunts in both Argentina and
Chile as well as best free-range Black Buck and Axis Deer hunting in South America.
Our four operations are located in Chile, Northern Patagonia, Mendoza and Buenos
Aires. All of Red Stag’s hunts are fair chase, open country hunts in magnificent
terrain, and their success rate speaks for itself.

FULL DAY FISHING
$800/boat (up to 2 fishermen)
Includes Lunch and beverages

HALF DAY FISHING
$700/boat (up to 2 fishermen)
3rd Fisherman: + $150/supplement

LODGE STAY
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SEA-RUN BROWN TROUT
DORADO

$ 450/night per person (Includes Dinner, Dessert, Wine and Open Bar)

PACÚ
PIRÁ PITÁ

§§ Included: Professional Guide services, Lodging, Meals and soft drinks and
alcohol beverages for lunch, Loaner Fishing Equipment (Rods, reels &
Lines).

BROWN TROUT
RAINBOW TROUT
DOVES

§§ Not included: Transfer to the marina ($250 round trip for up to 3 passengers)
and Gratuities for guides and house staff.

PERDÍZ
DUCKS
PIGEON

§§ Payment terms: Reservations are confirmed with a 50% deposit. All deposits
are non-refundable, unless a client replacement is found. Final payment is
due 60 days prior to departure. At this point, participants are responsible for
total land costs and no refunds will be made for unused land transportation,
accommodations or meals.

WILD BLACK BUCK
AXIS DEER
RED STAG
FALLOW DEER
WILD BOAR

BAHAMAS
BONEFISH
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CONTACT INFORMATION

• MAIN OFFICE – ARGENTINA
Santiago Garcia Seeber
santiago@nervouswaters.com
Phone: +5411 4801-1008
Direct from USA: 917-338-7186
Toll Free from USA: 800-530-6928

• PENNSYLVANNIA OFFICE – USA
Douglas Larsen
douglas@nervouswaters.com
Toll Free from USA: 877-637-8420

• FLORIDA OFFICE - USA
Anthony J. Caggiano
anthony@nervouswaters.com
Phone: (914) 204-0405

• UK OFFICE
Nick Zoll
nickmonica@nervouswaters.com
Phone: +44 (0) 1485-512046
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